Background

• Climate and Forecast(CF) Metadata (http://cfconventions.org)

 Recently, scientists have used scientific climate data to predict disasters arising from unusual

– Designed to encourage sharing and processing of climate and forecast data written in netCDF file format
– Standard metadata of CMIP5 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5) data

climate events caused by climate change and global warming. Global and regional climate data
stored in NetCDF format is a grid-like data that is similar to raster data type, which is one of

Major variables (Longitude, Latitude, Time) related to spatial and temporal information

spatial data formats. And the data attribute is created based on CF (climate and forecast)

• Longitude

conventions and metadata. Generally, researcher use an data extraction method such as pointin-polygon algorithm and point-in-MBR (minimum bounding rectangle) algorithm when using
the climate data in their region of interest (ROI). The algorithms extract data by checking the
spatial relation between the center position of each grid and polygon (or MBR). The results of

• Latitude

The name of the variable that contains the vertices of
the cell boundaries.

Variable name

double lat(lat = 60)
lat:bounds = "lat_bnds"
Unit
lat:units = "degrees_north" The attribute defined by the NUG
(NetCDF User’s Guide) to contain a
lat:axis = “Y"
lat:long_name = “latitude" long descriptive name.
lat:standard_name = “latitude"

double lon(lon = 128)
lon:bounds = "lon_bnds"
Data type
lon:units = "degrees_east"
lon:axis = "X"
lon:long_name = "longitude"
lon:standard_name = "longitude"

studies may differ depending on the data extraction method when using fine resolution data

double lon_bnds(lon = 128, bnds = 2)

double lon_bnds(lon = 128, bnds = 2)

for regions such as rivers and watersheds that stretch from east to west and north to south in

Used to identify physical quantities
Defined in CF Metadata Conventions document

• Longitude

double time(time = 120)
• Cell boundaries
time:bounds = “time_bnds”
Bound for 2-D coordinate variables
time:units = “days since 0001-01-01 00:00:00"
with 4-sided cells
time_bnds varaible
time:calendar = “noleap" The type of calendar used to define
Time
the data (date)
time:axis = “T"
The center position
of the data
time:long_name = “time" ex) 360day, 365day, 366day, etc.
Data of time
time:standard_name = “time"

hydrology field. Therefore, we need an algorithm that can generate a bounding rectangle using

lat_bnds
variable

bound attributes defined in the CF metadata instead of the center position of each grid data
and extract the climate data in the bounding rectangle.

Objectives
 To develop an algorithm to mask grid data using the metadata of climate data related to

variable

double time_bnds(lon = 128, bnds = 2)

lon_bnds variable

spatial information and spatial data
 To develop OGC WPS-based climate data masking service that can be used in any
environments and any program languages

• Comparison of the results of data extraction using data extraction approaches
Case study 1: Kingdom of Tonga
Case 1: Point in Polygon
(Tonga boundary)

• Proposing an improved algorithm for extracting climate data with CF metadata
Polygon

Selected data
Center position of climate data

Climate Data

Bound for 2-D coordinate variables
with 4-sided cells

lat_bnds
variable

No selected data

Case 2: Point in MBR
(Tonga boundary)

Case 3: Point in Expanded MBR (2.5 deg)

Case 4: Rectangle (Cell boundary)
intersects Polygon

Selected data

Country
boundary

The center position
of the data
Polygon

Bounds of climate data

lon_bnds variable

<Traditional algorithm: Point in Polygon>

<Proposed algorithm>

• OGC WPS-based Climate Data Masking Interface Service
XML

WPS 1.0
{
gClimateJSON
"climatedata": {
"version" : "0.1",
DATA
"dataset" : {

Parsing gClimateJSON
and GeoJSON data
Analyzing
climate metadata Masking

"plot" : {

"version" :"0.1",
Region
"titles" : {
"ptitle" : "Sea Level Pressure",
(GeoJSON)
"subtitles" : ["test"]

"slp" : {
"longname" : "Sea Level Pressure",
"units" : "mb",
"dimension" : [73, 144],
"method" : "BinaryGzipBase64",
"value" : "H4sIAAAAAAAAAOyc/V8V5ff1iRBo
"null_data" : -9999.000000,
"coordinate" : {
"type" : "Sequence",
"lat" : [-90.000000, 90.000000, 2.500000],
"lon" : [0.000000, 357.500000, 2.500000],
"crs" : 4326
}
}
}
},

},
"grid" : {
"parallels" : {
"type" : "Sequence",
"values" : [-90.000000, 90.000000, 30.00000],
"linestyle" : {
"width": 0.75, "style": "--", "color": “
}
},
"meridians" : {
"type" : "Sequence",
"values" : [-180.000000, 180.000000, 30.00000],
"linestyle" : {
"width": 0.75,
"color": "@gray",
"opacity": 1.0,

Case study 2: Republic of Indonesia
Climate Information Service &
Analysis System
Case 1: Point in Polygon (Indonesia boundary)

Case 2: Point in MBR (Indonesia boundary)

XML

MaskResult
DATA {"climatedata": {

<Climate data masking interface service>

"version" : "0.1",
"dataset" : {
"slp" : {
"longname" : "Sea Level Pressure",
"units" : "mb",
"dimension" : [73, 144],
"method" : "BinaryGzipBase64",

Climate Data
User Groups

- Development Environment: CentOS 6.5 64bit, Python, PyWPS 4.0.0 and Matplotlib 1.5.0 libraries

• Structures of input/output parameters of the climate data masking interface service

Case 3: Point in Expanded MBR (2.5 deg)

Case 4: Rectangle (Cell boundary) intersects Polygon

• Providing masking service as a part of OpenWPS service
(http://openwps.apcc21.org)
OGC WPS operation name: OpenWPS:CP_MaskWithCF

 The improved algorithm was proposed for extracting climate data with CF metadata and OGC WPS-based climate data masking service was
implemented using Apache HTTP Server and PyWPS 4.0.
 Compared with the traditional methods, the proposed algorithm and service can be used to accurately extract small islands.
 Users are able to take advantage of the data extraction, using scientific climate data, via the internet more easily and conveniently, making the service
accessible to a larger range of users.
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